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To all whom it may concern:

as slips or sheet of paper, from their feed or supply po

Be it known that I, FREDERICK G. JAHN, a citizen sition
and to orthestacking
printingposition
position8, sop, that.
and
thencef,toaround
the delivering
of the United States, residing at the city of New York, the
single instrumentality serves as a theans of succes
borough of Brooklyn, county of Kings, and State of
5 New York, have invented certain new and useful sively feeding sheets individually from a stack or 60
bunch, as the impression member for supporting the
Improvements in Printing Meehanism, of which the sheet
during the operation of printing and as a carrier
following is a specification.
The present invention relates generally to printing for delivering the printed sheet. At the feeding posi
machines and more particularly to that class wherein
10 the presence of the article to be printed governs the
actual coöperation of the printing instrumentalities.
It has for its object to simplify the mechanism of
such machines and thereby render them capable of
being operated and cared for by inexperienced per
15 sons; to provide a carrier for the article being operated

tion the carrier coöperates with a separator or wiper 20
that is fixed relatively to the movements of the carrier 65

and serves to prevent the feed of more than one parti
ticle or sheet at a time. It also coöperates at the print

ing position with a printing roll or die 30, the carrier
and roll forming a printing couple by which the article
or sheet is printed; and at the delivering position with 70
upon which in itself forms one member of the feeding, an end stop or stripper 40 adapted either to stop the

further onward movement of the printed sheets and re
the printing, and the stacking devices whereby the assemble
them in an orderly stack or bunch for re
article to be printed is taken from its feed position,
through the printing position and delivered at the

moval or to insure their removal from the carrier for

20 stacking position without transferring control thereof; subsequent collection or further manipulation. The 75
to render it possible in an article controlled printing carrier D is secured to the upper end of a vertical spin
50 having gangs in the machine table and base
mechanism to define and vary the point at which the dle
and may be pit vided with an operating handle 51,
printing shall occur, and furthermore to render all the serving
as one convenient heans of rotating it and
operations automatic and positive of action.
25 To these ends the improvements consist in the novel through it other operating parts of the machine, as by 80
construction and arrangement of parts hereinafter means of a toothed wheel 52 secured to said spindle.
more particularly pointed out and described having To adapt the carrier to serve at pince as a feeding
reference to the accompanying drawings which illus means and as an impression member, the rim or cir
cumferential surface thereof carries a superimposed
trate a practical embodiment thereof.
30 In said drawings: Figure 1, is a plan view of the im feed surface 19 preferably of soft rubber or such other 85 as will in meeting an article or sheet free to
proved machine. Fig. 2, is a vertical central section material
move and coming into frictional surface contact there

taken substantially on the line 2, 2 of Fig.1, the car
at the feed position f cause such article or sheet to
rier, however, being moved ahead somewhat to bring with
move onward with it; the wiper 20 serving simply to
certain of the parts carried thereby into the plane of arrest
the onward movement of all articles or sheets 90
35 the section. Figs. 3 and 4 are diagrammatic horizontal
sections showing more fully parts only partially seen save the one in direct contact with said feed surface.
in Fig. 1 and others.entirely hidden in that view. Fig. The carrier rim also carries an impression surface 18, of
5, is an enlarged horizontal section of a portion of the comparatively bard rubber or similar material which

will preserve a smooth surface so that it will be incapa

circumference of the carrier. Fig. 6, is an underside
of removing an article or sheet from the feed posi- 95
40 view of a portion of the carrier. Fig. 7, is an eleva ble
tion against the dragging or hold back action of said
tion of the laterally movable supporting plate at the wiper
20, and yet will present a sufficiently yielding
stacking position. Fig. 8, is a face elevation of a por

bed to the printing roll or die during the printing op
... tion of the carrier, and Fig. 9, is a cross section on the eration
as will preserve the face of the type or other

line 9, 9, thereof. Fig. 10, is a diagrammatic plan characters from injury. The feed surface 19 and im 100
45 of a modified construction.
surface 18 extend across the width or face of
Theatarious operating parts of the improved machine pression
the
carrier,
the feed surface being of comparatively
are supported by a table A and a base B connected to small circumferential
and only sufficient to pro
the table by a plurality of tie-bars a with the space vide a surface that willarea
insure the feed of a sheet each
between the table and base inclosed by a casing C of time it passes the feed position
f, while the impression 105
50 wood, the whole of rectangular box shape adapted to surface is circumferentially longer
so that the sheet
rest on a bench or table or to be secured to a suitable may be printed at. most any desired
point along or
stand.
..
The machine consists in the main of a horizontally throughout its length. The carrier. in the present
rotating carrier or wheel D serving as a means for feed representation of the invention is of a diameter suited

5 ing and carrying the articles to be operated upon, such to provide three distinct associated feed and impres: 110
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sion surfaces, so that as shown each rotation of the carrier will result in the individual feeding, printing and
delivery of three successive articles or sheets. Of
course these feed and impression surfaces may be ill

ing position p, so as to cause a much earlier delivery of

the printed product. Such changed, position is indi
cated by the two screw holes b, in Fig. 4. The end
stop 40 or equivalent abutment, needed in practice to
5 creased or diminished according to the size of carrier insure
the orderly stacking of the printed product, will 70
employed or the length of article to be handled. A of course
changed in position to coincide with any
convenient mode of securing these surfaces to the rim of change inbeposition
of the gripper opening cam 15.
the carrier is best seen in Fig. 5, where the adjacent, The separator or wiper
see Fig. 1, is provided by
ends of the two surfaces 19, 18 are clamped to the cal a flexible strip of rubber 20,
or other suitable material ar

10 rier by the overlapping and slightly undercut, flanges ranged so that its free end constantly bears with a proper 75
7, of a transverse securing plate Sheld in place by one amount of friction against the surface of the rotating
or more screws 9. Additional Security, against dis

carrier D. As shown, it is carried by a support 21, that is
inclined
to the feed and is removably fixed to the ma
had by providing transverse grooves 10, in the rim im chine table
plate 57, by screws 22, which pass
15 mediately underlying the ends of said surfaces so that through slotsorintable
the support to permit a slight adjust

placement of the feed and impression surfaces may be

the ?langes of the socuring.plate will bend the naterial ment of the wiper with respect to the surface of the car
into said grooves as well as become embedded therein.

rier to vary the degree of pressure exerted by the free end
The securing plates 8, provide a metal surface inter of
wiper against the carrier. This particular form
posed between the feed and impression surfaces to of the
wiper with a feed carrier is, however, the subject
20 break the continuity of said two surfaces and to pre- matter of anotherpending application filed by me on or 85
sent, a smoothor non-feed surface which forms a marked about April 14, 1906, Serial No. 311645, and may obvi
functional contrast over the feed surface So that the ously be replaced by any other device suited to insure

danger of improperly feeding succeeding articles is
... avoided. The feed surface, or sturfaces 19, may be cir: "25 cumferentially or longitudinally grooved, as indicated
in Figs. 8 and 9. Such grooving has been found in

the feed of individual pieces of matter from a stack or
pile and may be wholly omitted where each piece of
matter is individually and otherwise presented to the 90
carrier so as to be grasped by the gripper thereof.

- - - practice to increase the efficiency of the feed.
In advance of the wiper there is mounted a roller 23,
As an adjunct to each feed surface of the carrier there arranged to bear against the surface of the carrier to aid
is provided a gripper 17 arranged and caused to, Operate, in holding the pieces of matter to the carrier; such

30 to clamp and hold the leading end of the article or sheet roller being grooved as represented in Fig. 4, to permit 95
being fed
by said
surface
said surface
and the the movement of the ends of the gripper blades to their
carrier
shortly
afterfeed
it has
passedto beyond
the separator
grasping position as early as possible after the head of
or wiper20, so that the sheet is positively carried onward the
piece of matter emerges past the wiper, so that the
by the carrier until it is released and allowed to rest at
function of the rubber surface 19 may terminate
:35 the delivery position. These grippers are mounted in feeding
early
in
the rotation of the carrier beyond the feeding 100
the carrier and are timely operated by a closing cam l6 position and
thus reduce the necessary circumferential
located just in advance of the feed position?, and by an area
of
said
feed
surface. This roller 23, is shown as
opening or releasing cam lis located at the delivery or
by frictional contact with the carrier, but it
stacking positions. The grippers 17 may obviously be rotated
may be positively driven if desired.
... 40 of any desired construction; as shown, however, each. obviously
The
printing
or die 30, is suitably, mounted on a 105
... gripper, consists of a pair of suitably curved spring spindle 31, thatroll,
is,
supported
in bearings provided in
blades which pass through curved slots in the carrier.
a rock frame 32, which has limited motion on, a pivot

and are secured to hubs l4 carried by a rock pin 13 that 33, see Fig. 3; carried by the machine base and table.
is mounted in a bearing located on the carrier between The die and rock frame may yield with respoet to the
45 the gripper blades. One of the hubs carries a cam roll is surface. of the carrier, against the tonsion of a printing 110
12 in position to meet and ride along the inclined sur--pressure spring 34; and the inner position of the die is
... . - . face
of each of the cams 16, 15, as seen in Fig. 4. The deteristinels by an adjusting screw stop 35, bearing t
closing, and opening movements of the gripper is had against the rock frame in opposition to the spring.
against a spring 11, see Fig. 6, one end of which is con The die spindle 31, Fig. 2, carries a freely rotatable
50 nected to the carrier rim and the other to a pin on the toothed,
36, in mesh with the teeth of the gear 115
gripper hub and which is so located as to complete the wheel 52,pinion
on
the
spindle, 51. This pinion is
closing and opening throw of the gripper as its cam-roll preferably formed carrier
of raw hide or other like material
collides with the respective cams aii to hold it. in said and is mounted between
a flanged, head 37, fast to the
moved positions. The inherent spring of the gripper. spindle and a disk 38, wiich
is longitudinally movable

.

w

55 blades permits them to yield in grasping articles of on the spindle, but rotatable therewith. The flanged 120
varying or uneven thickness while also caused to head, pinign and disk are held in close frictional con
grasp under the tension of the gripper spring ill. tact by means of a suitable spring,39, projecting into a

Each sf the cams:15, 16 is secured to the top face slot 5, cut in the spindle with one end bearing against
of the machine.table by suitable screws which pass the disk through the interposition of a slidable key 6, ,
60 through slots in the cams to permit a slight adjust- | in said slot and the other end againstone wall of the 125
... ment in their positions to obtain accuracy in time of slot, with the result that the die is rotated by means
gripper movement. The position of the opening or of a frictional connection betweent
on 36 and
releasing cam 15, representing in effect the delivery the spindle 31. While this construction is exceedingly

or stacking member of the machine, may, however, be simple and effective it is obvious that other modes of

65 wholly changed and moved backward toward the print- rotating the die inay be iployed, Such or equiva- 30
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lent driving connection between the driver and the which
the roll 2 of the pin 4 normally travels, is in the
main concentric with the axis of rotation of the carrier,
die, permits, in the present and preferred embodiment

of the invention, the die to be normally restrained from but is shaped or cut away at a point c coincident or

rotation as by a movable abutment 24, and a stop 25,
which in this instance is carried by the flanged head
37, notwithstanding the rotations of the carrier. And
means are provided by which said abutment may be

moved at the propertime to permit the rotation of the
die, such novement being governed by the presence
of the article to be operated upon in manner to be de
scribed.
The carrier is provided with one or more contact

O

studs 26, equal in number to the associated feed and
inpression surfaces of the carrier, which studs are ar

thereabouts with the feed position of the carrier, so that
said roll, if there be no sheet on the carrier to hinder 70
the radial movement of the pin will, under the tension
of the spring l, pass outward from the flange 28 so as to
travel on its outer surface and meet the curved end of
the lever 3, to rock it, see Fig. 4 and thereby move the
arm 27. The flange 28 is also shaped at another point e
to meet the outwardly moved roll 2 and guide it back
to the inner side of the flange thereby withdrawing the
protruding end of the pin 4. The lever 3 is pivoted at
d to the machine table and is curved to form a path

with the flange 28 when said lever has becn. 80
ranged to successively meet and rock an arm 27, suit concentric
moved
by
the contact of the roll 2 therewith so that
ably connected to move the abutment 24, away from

5

lever shall be held thereby in its moved position
the die stop.25. In the preferred construction the arm said
27 normally occupies a position in the path of each of for a definite length of time, that is to say until the cons

20

25

stud 26 shall have had time to pass idly beyond the
the studs 26, so that the die will be released and allowed tact
arm 27 without having moved it. The lever 3 is moved

to rotate at regular intervals. To render the contact
stud or studs incapable of causing a movement of the
abutment should no article or sheet be carried by the
carrier, as by a failure in the feed or from other causes,
article operated means are provided for controlling the
relative positions of the contact stud and the arm 27.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention as shown,
these means, without thereby limiting the scope of the

invention thereto, are arranged to control the position
of the arm, in that said arm 27, is removed or rocked
out of the path of movement of the contact stud in
80 idly
the absence of the article so that such stud 26, will pass
without having caused any operation of the printing
roll or die. These article operated means consist of a
contact piece or pin 4, which if an article or sheet be
35 absent will, at the proper moment, automatically move
out of its normal position to engage a lever 3, connected

85

outwardly by the onward travel of the roll 2 against the
pressure of a suitable spring 29, and when said roll has
traveled to the end or contacting portion of the lever,
said spring will act to return the lever to its normal po 90
sition at the same time returning the arm 27 to its posi
tion in the path of travel of the succeeding contact stud
26. Should a sheet be taken by, the carrier, the roll
2, by reason of its pin 4 being prevented from radial
movement by contact with the overlying sheet, will
pass the opening in the flange 28 and continue to travel 95
around against the innerside of said flange thereby

transmitting no movement to the lever 3 and arm 27,

so that the die will rotate at the proper time and print
the sheet. Continuing its travel around the inner
side of the flange 28 the roll will pass the other

opening therein (made for the return of the roll at the
to move the arm 27 in advance of the possible contact point e) without affecting the position of the pin 4 for
reason that the sheet is still on the carrier and con- .
of the stud 26 therewith. On the other hand, if there the
it to its inner position. Between the travel of the
be a sheet present the pin will be prevented from move fines
roll
2
from the point e to the polnt c, the sheet will have 105.
40 ment by contact of the sheet therewith so that the arm
been
delivered
so that said roll will be frce to move out
27 will remain in position to be subsequently moved
by the contact stud. The contact piece 4, one for each ward at the point c should no sheet be talken by the
t
foed surface provided by the carrier, consists of a ra carrier at the feed position.
27 is carried at the outer end of a rock pin 41
dially movable pin mounted in bearings in the carrier thatTheisarm
mounted in bearings in the machine table, and 110.
45 D, having at its inner end a roll or stud 2 for engagement

with a flange or guard 28 fixed to the machine table
adjacent the bearing for the carrier, with the outer end
of said pin exposed at the circumference of the carrier
, so that at the critical moment when it is necessary to
50 control the position of the arm 27 with respect to the

is connected to be moved by the lever 3, as by a link42.

The arm 27 has slight play on said rock-pin to allow
the lever 3 to move the arm out of the path of move-,
ment of the contact stud when no printing is to occur

without having moved said rock-pin. Tho, inner end
contact stud 26 the presence of the article, or sheet on of the rock-pin carries fast thereto a second arm 43 that
the carrier in overlying the pin will hold it in its nor is connected by a link 44 to the lever 45 carrying the
abutment 24, for the die stop 25, so that, when the arm
mal or non-protruding position so that the lever 3 is not 27
is moved by the contact stud 26 the abutment-carry.
met by the rol. 2 of the pin with the result that the arm
. :55. 27 remains in position to be moved by the contact there ing lever will be rocked against the pull of a suitable
with of the stud 26 and the die is rotated at the proper spring 46 to release the die and allow it to rotate. As
as the contact stud leaves the arm 27 the parts
moment. If, however, the article or sheet be not on soon
return to their normal positions with the
the carriertl; pin 4 is free to protrude beyond the cir immediately
abutment
24
ready to n' the stop 25 upon the com
cumference 2hereof under the tension of a suitable
pletion of a single rotation of the die and restrain its
spring
1,
so
that
the
roll
2
is
brought
to
a
position
to
60. . move the lever 3 and thereby rock the arm 27 out of further movement for the tie being, and at the same
the path of movement of the contact stud 26 with the time the arm 27 will have been returned ready to meet

15

120

125

succeeding contact stud to cffect another printing
result that the die remains at rest and no printing occurs ;movincent
of the di?e.
on the unoccupied impression surface.
The abutment 24 is of star-wheel shape rotatively 130
: 65 .. The flange or cam 28, against the inner surface of

4.
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mounted in the lever to present a plurality of bearing

faces to the stop and thereby distributing the wear
thereon; and the lever 45 is mounted on a pivot stud 47
its normal and active position being defined by a stop
48. The fictional driving of the die and the restrain
ing abutment are similar in construction and operation

to that set forth in my pending application before men

tioned.
O

The printing roll or die 30 may beinked in any proper
manner, as by a felt ink roll 53 which instead of being
rotated by its frictional contact with the die is rotated

by its frictional contact with a positively rotated roll 54,
said roll having a gear 55 last to its spindle which re

ceives notion from the tie spindle gear 36 through an

15 intermediate 56 as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1.

. ..

63. On rotation being imparted to the carrier the feed

surface 19, thereof first arriving at the feed position will

contact with the innermost sheet and drag it along
under the wiper 20, which is actively holding back the
rest of the sheets, and thence under the roll 23. The 70’
gripper which had passed the feeding position in its
open position v, Fig. 4, is immediately thrown by the
closing cam 16 to its closed position w gripping the
leading end of the sheet so that the sheet is positively
carried onward with the carrier to the point of dis 75.
charge. In gripping the sheet to the carrier the sheet
overlays the end of the radially movable pin 4 so that
its roll 2 is prevented from passing out through the
opening c in the flange 28 and will continue to travel
... 1

.

.

..

...

on the innerside of said flange until it again
The passing sheet on the carrier may be prevented | around
arrives at said opening when the presence of a sheet or 80

from contact with the inking devices by suitable
guard 64.
20

25

its absence will determine whether the pin remains
within the flange or passes outward through the open
At the delivery or stacking position s, the onward ing c. A sheet being present in this instance and the
travel of the reassembled articles up in the release of

pin 4 remaining in its inward position, the arm 27 con
the grippers in passing the releasing can lis is stopped Sequently renlains projecting across the path of move
by the end stop 40 which is shown adjustably mounted ment of the contact stud 26, as indicated in Fig. 3, so
by the provision of slots and a screw 49 to the table plate that during the continued rotation of the carrier the

57 which in this instance forms an extension of the sul stud will meet and rock the arm. in the direction of the.
face of the laachine table at the stacking position for arrow thereon and thereby through the connections
the reception of the reassembled articles. This plate heretofore described remove the abutment 24 from the

may be continued around to the feed position to serve stop 25 to permit the printing roll 30 to rotate

30

.. The

as a support for the articles in position to be fed to or 1. release of the printing roll will have taken place (as
taken by the carrier. At the stacking position the re the parts are shown as adjusted) shortly after the car
assembled articles may be supported vertically by a rier with its gripper has moved the sheet so that its 95.

plate 58 in the form of a spring carried by a support 59 head or leading end is about to pass the printing posi
laterally movable along the udge of the table plate, see

35

40

tion so that the impress of the roll wili take place near
Fig. 7..
the head of that sheet, and in any event, no matter .
In order to adapt the machine to print at any prede how the contact stud may have been previously lo
termined point on the article carried by the carrier, rated or adjusted, while the impression surface 18 of 100
the contact stud or studs 26 is or are adjustable on the the carrier with the sheet is passing that position.
carrier so that it or they may be set to meet and novc The printing roll having icted, the carrier with the
the arm 27 either earlier or later in the presentation of printed sheet continues moving toward the delivery
the article or sheet to the printing roll or die 30. For or stacking position whereupon the gripper which had

this purpose the studs 26 are carried by a ring (50 that been closed to grasp the sheet adjacent the feed posi 105
is supported in guides 62 on the carrier so as to be ci tion
and has continued its hold on that sheet will now.
pable of a rotative movement in said guides independ

ent of the carrier do position the studs at a point with
respect to the head of the shect that will cause the
45 timely operation of the arm 27 to bring the impression
of the die on the sheet at the desired place. After ad
justment of the ring it may be secured in place by a
thumb screw 6l as seen in Fig. 2. In the position of
the contact studs 26, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the print
50 ing will occur near the leading end or head of the
sheet, so that to change the point of printing on the
sheet the ring will be adjustect backwardly so as to

bring the studs say in the position indicated by the
until the head of the sheet' has passed some distance
beyond the printing roll or die.
In operating the machine, the articles or sheets to
be printed are presented singly or, by preference, in
dotted lines in Fig. 3 which will delay the printing

60

65

be opened to release the sheet by its can roll 12 meet

ing the releasing calmlö as inclicated by the dotted.
lines, Fig. 4, and will leave the sheet at a tangeant. (...
y

s

;

s-

.

.

. .

the carrier surface as indicated by the dotted line.", 110
Fig. 1, on the table plate 57 with its leading end adja

cent the end stop 40 and supported in its vertical posi
tion by the spring plate 58. In delivering the printed

sheet the gripper moves with the head of the sheet

positively behind those previously delivered and leaves 15
eral actions and operations oftlirparts will le repeat ('d
with the ease of each associated ?eed surface, gripper
and impression surface with which the carrier Iay be
provided so long as an article or sheet shall be takeil l 2 (
by the carrier. Should, however, the carrier fail to
take a sheet from the feeding position, the gripper will
(lose down as before, but stortly after doing sit, th:
roll 2 arriving at the opening eit the lange 28 and the

it at rest without interference therefron. These sev

bulk at the feed position f, resting on their longitudi
nal edges at a tangent to the carrier surface and at thc', pin 4 in the absence of a sheet being now free to it v
left hand side thereof immediately in rear of the sep:- radially outward, will nove througli said () ('in ills, lil
rator or wiper 20 with the forward surface of the inner der the pressure of the spring I, and in the continued
most article against the surface of the carrier D as indi movement of the carrier. will strike the cury't "ct if
cated by the single dotted linea, in Fig. J, and other the lever 3 as in lig. 4, and rock that lever out Wardly
wise supported vertically by a somewhat distant roller and thereby move the arm 27, idly out of the path of

y
k

O

S
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movement of the contact stud 26, so that said stud will act to hold the sheet on the carrier. And the untimely

pass the arm without having caused the release of the protrusion
of the sheet engaging end 141 of the rock
printing roll. The roll 2 of the pin 4 will continue to arm may be prevented by a fixed guard 281 in position

travel on the outside of the flange 28 with the outer end to engage the contact roll. At the end of the guard, 70
the rock arm will be moved under the pull
of the pin 4 protruding beyond the periphery of the however,
of
its
sprihg
to protrude its end 41 as indicated
. . roll
carrier
as indicated
rightfiange
of Fig.and1, isuntil
said by the dotted111,
meets
the portionat etheof said
thereby
lines
and thereby project the leading end
the sheet outward from the carrier so that it will be
guided to the innerside of that flange whereupon the ofguided
outward by the delivery guide 401. This mode 75.
protruding end of the pin is withdrawn and held with delivering
the sheet may be aided by a rotated roll
drawn until the next opportunity to protrude arises of
234,
indicated
dotted lines. The articles may be
by reason of the absence of a sheet. These several supported at thebyfeed
position by a plurality of idle
actions and operations of the parts will be repeated rolls 631.
whenever a sheet fails to be laken by the carrier.

5

While the carrier and printing roll are shown of com
It is to be stated that the opening c in the flange 28 is paratively
short widthwise dimensions, such as may be
so located with respect to the feed position that the pin

4 is held positively from protrusion by the flange until
after the end of the pin has passed beyond the point at
which a sheet is or may be taken by the carrier, so that
the sheet when on the carrier simply prevents the protru
20 sion of the pin while its roll 2 is passing the opening c

and hence is relieved of the additional duty of posi
tively moving it from a protruding position when being
taken by the carrier. It will be noticed, also, that the
point of protrusion of the pin 4 is adjacent to the grasp
25 ing point of the grippers upon the sheet held to the car
rier so that there is little strain against the sheet in hold

80

suited to print formal indorsements or other matter on
the backs of checks and the like, it is obvious that the
machine is not limited thereto. . Neither are the im
provements restricted to the proportionate sizes of the
carrier and printing roll shown as it is obvious they 85
may be changed as required by the character of the
articles to be handled by the machine and as will suit
the printing requirements and the quantity of matter

to be printed. All the bearings for the several spindles 90
of the machine are located below the plane of travel of
the articles so that the use of overhanging bearings is

the machines not restricted to handle arti
ing the pin from protrusion at the time of the roll 2 pass avoided anda given
width.
.
ling the opening c, thereby rendering immaterial the clesIt under
is
apparent
that
the
improvements
are susceptible
character or quality of the material handled by the

30 machine.

In the modified structure shown in Fig. 10 the carrier
D is provided with the feed and impression surfaces
191, 181 similar to those before described and connected
to the carrier by flanged securing plates 81, 82; the
surfaces occupying only a portion of the
35 impression
circumferential area of the carrier. The feed position
f' and the delivery positions are arranged nearer the
printing position and the 'carrier is adapted to take
two articles or sheets at each revolution instead of
40 three as before. The printing roll or die 30, its restrain
ing devices and their motle of operation are the same.
The article engaging devices consist of a rock arm 142
pivoted to the carrier and carrying at one end a contact
45

of various modifications and that they are adapted to 95
other uses than mere printing; and further, while it is
preferred to employ the horizontal form of machine
shown with vertically arranged spindles, the machine
with but slight mechanical change is adapted to be 00
turned on one of its sides so that the spindles become.
horizontal and the articles instead of traveling on their
longitudinal edges travel horizontally on their broad
faces. So far as the article controlled elements of the

present invention are concerned, it is obvious that the
sheets or other pieces of matter may be presented
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thereto in any sittitable manner.
What is claimed is:

1. A printing cotiple, the impression member of which

a continuous surfaced rotary carrier in the
roll 26 with its other end.141 arranged to be engaged comprises
periphery of which is inset a fixedly, mounted fictional
by the Overlying article or in the absence of the article feed surface, and a gripper carried by said carrier for grip

110

piece taken by said feed surface to the carrier.
to. project beyond the periphery of the carrier under ping2. the
A printing couple, the impression member of which
the pull of a spring ill. When a sheet is taken by the consists
continuous surfaced rotary carrier if the 115
feed surface the rock-arm is moved so that its contact peripheryofofa which
is inset, a fixedly mounted frictional
roll 261 is in position to strike and move the arm 271 feed. surface, a gripper carried by said carrier for gripping
50 which in this instance is fast to the rock pin 41 to the piece taken by . said feed surface to the carrier, and a
wiper of adhesive material preventing said feed
thereby rock the abutment lever 45 as before. If, eoacting
from talking more than one piece at a time.
however, a sheet be not taken by the carrier, the rock surface
3. A printing couple, the impression member of which 120
arm l42 will not be moved, its sheet engaging end will consists of a rotary carrier in the periphery of which is
55

protrude beyond the surface of the carrier after passing
the separator wiper 20 and the contact roll 261 will lie
in its outer position and escape the arm 271 and no
printing will occur. To change the position of print
ing, on the sheet so that the printing roll 30 will act

Carlier or nearer the head of the sheet, the contact roll
is movably mounted in a slot l43 in the rock-arm
60 26l
l42, its position being adjusted by means of a wing
nut 144. The travel of the sheet taken by the carrier
from the feed position f may be aided by the interpo
sition of one or more' feed bands 233 that are stretched
65 around grooved rollers 231 and 232 which hands also

inset a frictional feed surface, the printing member of

which is normally at rest, a means on the carrier movable
with, respect thereto and controlled by the presence of the
article to be printed for causing the timely movement of
the printing membe'.
sk. A printing couple, the printing member of whicla is
normally at rest, the impression member of which consists

125

of a rotary carrier, means on the carrier movalole with
resject thereto and controlled by the presence of the 30
article thereon, and a connection with said means and
with the printing member for causing the timely cotspera
, tion of said two members.

5. A carrier provided with a frictional feed surface and

an impression surface. a wiper coacting with the feed sli'-

R

.
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face and bearing against the carrier, al gripper for holding ing said arm, and an article engaged mealis ol, ille . .
the piece to the carrier taken by the feed surface, means pression
member for controlling the position of said arm
for operating the gripper and a printing roll coacting with with respect
to said contact.
the impression surface.
.
15.
The
combination
of a printing member normally at .65
(j. A callier provided with a frictional feed surface and rest, an impression member,
an arm and connections for
an impression surface, a wiper coacting with the feed sur controlling
coaction of said two merinbers, an adjust
face and bearing against the carrier, a roll in advance of ably mountedthecontact
by the impression member,
the Wiper bearing against the carrier and a normally at and an article engagedcarried
means on the impression member
l'est printing roll coacting with the impression surface.
for controlling the engagement of the arm and contact.
70
0
. A callie provided with a fictional feed surface and
16. The combination of a printing member normally at
an impression surfaee, a wiper coacting with the feed sur rest,
an impression member, an alm and connections for
face and bearing against the carrier, a roll in advance of controlling
coaction) of said two memljers, a traveling
tle wipe also bearing against the carrier, a gripper for contact for the
engaging said arm, and a traveling article

holding the piece to the carrier taken by the feed surface, engaged means for controlling the engagement of the arm 75
means for operating the gripper, and a printing roll coact and contact.
ing with the impression surface.
17. The combination of a printing member normally at
S. The combination of a rotatalle printing member nor rest, an impression member, an arm and connections for
mally at l'est, a rotary impression member, and means on controlling
the coaction of said two members, a plurality
the impression member and rotative there with adapted to
20 be engaged and moved relative to said impression memler of contacts carried by the impression member, and a plu 80
rality of article engaged means on the impression member
by the article to be printed for controlling the rotative for controlling the engagement of the arm and contacts.
coipolation of the two members.
-The combination of a printing member, an impres
$). The combinati in of a l'otaly printing couple one sion18.member,
an arm and connections for controlling the
member whereof is normally at rest, and an article con
25 tirolled device int) inted on and rotataile with the otlael coaction of said two members, a plurality of contacts car 85
ried by the impression member, means for simultaneously
In later and adapted to be engaged and moved relative to adjusting said contacts, and a plurality of article engaged
said other member by the article to be printed for deter means on the impression member for controlling the en
Illining the 'otative coöperation of botli men le’s.
gagement of the arm and contacts.
r,
10. The combination of a rotary printing couple, vibra
19. The combination of a printing member, an impres 90
30 tol's means for controlling the Irinting uovement of the
sion member, an arm and connections for controlling the
pitting meliabeir thereof and mounted independent of said coaction of said two membel's, a contact caltried by the inn
("Oliple, illd an article controlled device mounted on and pression member for engaging said arm, an article engaged
rotative with the impression member and movable relative means, and a lever connected to move said arm by contact
to said member by the engagement there with of the article therewith of said means when no article is present.
95
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35 to lue printed for determining the movement of said vibra

20. The combination of a printing member normally at
11. To combination of a printing member normally at controlling the coaction of said two members, a contact
rest, an impression member, contact pieces one of which is carried by the impression memler for engaging said arm.
arried by the impression illennbelt for causing the coijpera an article engaged means for controlling the engagement of 100
40 tion of the two members and neans carried by the in the
au'm and contact and an interrupted gutai'd governing
tory means.

:

pression incinper and adapted to be engaged by the article

topieces.
be printed for controlling the coaction of said contact
12. The conilination of a printing member normally t

i'est, an impression member, an arm. and connections for

tle innovelinent of said, means independent of the article.

21. The combination of a printing member normally at
rest, a sheet carrier serving also as the impression member

and having a gripper to grasp: the sheet to the carrie',
sheet controlled means on the carrier for determining the
mounted independent of said members for controlling the operation of the printing member, a delivery plate for the

105

in pression m(mbel' fol', controlling the engagement of the

110

45 'est, an impression mellulber, an ai'im and connections

50

(-oiletion of said two members, a contact carried by the printed sleet and a gripper releasing device adjacent said
impression member, and article engaged means on the plate.
22 The combination with a printing member normally
a'in all? cultact.
.
-3. Tlic combination of a printing couple, an abutment

for controlling the movement of the printing member

at rest and an impression naenalper, of means for causing
the printing operation when an article is present and

means traveling with the impression member for render
tlerc.of aid having a contact engaging-piece, means for ing
said first named means inoperative when no article is
carrying the article to be printed and having a contact present.
for engaging said engaging-piece, and an article controlled
In testimony whereof, I have signed hay name to this
device on the carrying means for determining the engage specification in the presence of two subscriling witnesses,
illent of the contact and engaging piece.
this 10th day of October 1900.
14. The coun)ination of : printing unenber normally at
r
FRIE) IICR. G. JAIN.

rest, an inlession inner, an abutment; controlling the
60 coperation of said two members, an arm for moving said
titln(ent, a contact on the impression linember fol' &ngag

Witnesses:

GEO. II. GRA13 AM,
S. EDGA: I)YE.
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